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Reminders

• 3/1-3/5: Dr. Seuss Week
• Monday- wear favorite hat (Cat in the hat)
• Tuesday- wear red or blue (One Fish, Two Fish, 

Red Fish, Blue Fish) – out of uniform
• Wednesday- wear crazy socks (The Foot Book)
• Thursday- wear orange (The Lorax) – out of 

uniform
• Friday- wear green (Green Eggs and Ham) –

out of uniform
• 3/16: March Birthday’s out of uniform
• 3/31: Scholastic Book order due

There are so many great stories in the Bible! 
This week we read about Noah’s Ark, Jonah and the whale, 
Joseph and his colorful coat, David and Goliath, and 
Zacchaeus. Each of these stories is about trusting and 
believing in God. We ended the week watching the first 
episode of the Donut Repair Club. This is a show I watched 
as a child and had some of the stories that we have talked 
about this year. The kids really like it!

Next week is a week full of Dr. Seuss fun! A Dr. Seuss 
book matching sheet came home. Have fun and please send 
back to school on Monday.

Have a great weekend!

Even though the weather is getting warmer, we still have snow. Please make sure to continue to send snow gear. Also, with how wet the 
kids are getting, please send extra socks and gloves each day. Gloves are not drying all the way by second recess. You may leave snow 

gear in cubbies if you don’t need them at home. We will lay out gloves, so they dry over night Thank you!

Weekly Focus 
Wall

Letter: K                          Number: 18

Math
This week we practiced writing numbers and drawing shapes. Certain shapes and numbers 
are tricky to write, but we are getting better each time we practice! We also continue 
counting objects to various numbers up to 10.

Literacy

This week we learned the letter K, reviewed all previously learned letters, and practiced 
clapping the syllables in words. This week I introduced deleting syllables. That means we 
say a word (paintbrush) and then I ask them what the word is without paint (brush). The 
kids did well once they got the hang of it. Some books we read this week: “My Story 
Noah,” “Jonah and the Big Fish,” “Joseph and the Coat of Many Colors, “My Story 
David,” and “Zacchaeus and Jesus.”

Religion

This week we talked about how our parents have certain jobs around the house, like 
cooking, cleaning, and taking care of their children. With that being said, we also learned 
that it’s the child’s job to listen to mom and dad. Our saint of the day was Saint Joseph, 
which tied in well because he was Jesus’ foster father on earth. Joseph took care of 
Mary and Jesus in all they did.

Dates to Remember
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